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Final fantasy 7 remake walkthrough chapter 9

The side searches available in Section 9 depend on dialogue choices, and may also depend on if you vagabond Johnny Discovery. Your completed searches affect Cloud's clothes - don't do any simple black clothing, Chocobo Sam's - in blue and black clothing, and Madame M in a light purple and white outfit. You will
have to repeat this section to do all side quests (unlock section select after beating FF7 makeover.) Learn how to unlock Chocobo Sam and Madame M's Side Quest for more information. After cutscene, Aerith will rejoin your country. Continue the slope and soon you will see the border market. Aerith will educate cloud
about this law pocket midgar and tell him she knows about the link to bypass him. After cutscene concludes, follow her into the tunnel (removing shinra boxes left under the first branch), then duck through the wreckage to reach the collapsed Highway. Equip the ice and wind materia as you will fight enemies weak in
these elements in this area. Head forward and you will be attacked by Terpsicolt. Remove it with ice damage and Punisher mode, then continue the ladder on the left side, where you will face Lower Drake. Use wind attacks (and other magic attacks) to force it to the ground where the cloud is free to attack. When Drake is
dealt, continue down the slope forward to find the ladder. Turn around before head down the ladder to find Shinra's boxes and chest with a Moogle medal inside. Head down the ladder to reach the mechanical hand. Since the ladder leading to another area was moved out of reach, go to the terminal of the mechanical
arm. Activate the terminal, then move your hand toward the yellow box area on the ground and hit the wheel to have Aerith climb the ship. When Aerith safely sits on his arm, twist it and lift it to the edge, then press the wheel again, while hovering over the yellow square area, and she will hop off and lower the ladder.
Install lightning materia before climbing the ladder as you are going to face a new enemy type. Climb the ladder and Aerith will try to give the cloud high-there, and a new enemy will emerge from behind their ruins. The sweeper prototype has weak lightning damage, so set the pressure on it and stagger it. When he's
dead, Aerith will watch that the link has been blocked. Talk to her if you want, then go to the ladder to the right of the blocked passage. Turn around when you reach the bottom of the ladder to find the chest containing 2 Hi-Potions, then continue in the hallway and pass through the space on the left. Follow the short
tunnel and climb the ladder at the end to return to the damaged section of the road above. Turn left to face two Terpsicolts and remove them with ice attacks and Punisher Mode. After they are dealt, loop around to the left to find the slope leading to some shinra boxes and chest with 1000 gil. Follow the road and reach
the fork on the road. Left heads down to the tunnel, which provides access to some Shinra boxes and chests with mega-potion, but also forces you to fight two Smoggers upon returning. Since you will get access to both boxes and mega-potion after completing another mechanical arm puzzle, the only reason to take that
path now is if you want to fight smoggers.The road to the right leads up and around to another area where you will find another mechanical hand, so activate it and lift the shipping container, which blocks the way forward. Aerith will head down through the tunnel, making a place for shipping the container down the right
side, then pick up Aerith with his hand. Place Aerith down on the shipping container while it is on the right side, and it will scan you for the mandatory Materia. When she does it, offer her another ride to take her back. Move your hand to the top level just in front and drop it in the yellow boxed area and it will knock the
ladder down for you. Exit the terminal, then lower the ladder in front of you and go to the newly lowered ladder. Get in front of her to join her. Head up the slope to find a vending machine (containing the Cosmo Canyon song, as well as items, equipment and materia) and a blue stand to rest. Follow the path forward,
toward the slope, then take the first right to find the ladder leading to the lower level. Drop down and follow the path as it circles around to the right, then continue and you will find an I-beam leading down to some makeshift scaffolding. Carefully cross it to reach the next hallway. Equip fire materia before heading through
the door as you enter the fight with three named enemies on the other side. Open the door at the back of the hallway and play a short cut, after which you will be pit against Beck Badasses; Beck, Butch, and Burke. They can steal out and stun you, but hit them quickly with Fire/Fira (or other miraculous attacks) to
pressure, stagger, or knock them out completely and the fight will end quickly. Beck and company will play dead while you are still in the room, so duck through the wreckage and into another hallway and they will get in and out. Bandit enemies can steal items or gil out of you during battles. Then they will try to escape
and, if you do not get them quickly, they will disappear, taking advantage of the hard-earned goods with them forever. When you see bandits in the fight, kill them first, and exploit your weakness to fire to make it fast and easy. Continue through the adjacent hallway and you will find a ladder. At the top of the ladder you
will be attacked by 2 Bandit enemies and a sweeper prototype. First focus on removing bandits with fire, then proceed to Thunder and deal with the Sweeper Prototype. Continue the slope and discover another mechanical hand terminal. Reach him and take the shipping container near the place where Aerith stands.
Place the transport container on the podium to the right, then select Aerith and place it on it She will circle around on a wooden platform and pick up a blue Magnify Materia for you. Take it again and return it to the ground level, then pick up the shipping container again. Put the transport container in a yellow box in the
upper left corner, then switch hands (triangle) and select another shipping container with the other hand. Place it on the first shipping container, so there are a pile of two shipping containers between the two hands. Return to the first mechanical hand and select Aerith, then put it on the stack of two shipping containers.



Proceed to the second mechanical arm and take it, then place it on the yellow area of the box on the distant side of the room. She will go and move the ladder down, creating a way forward, so leave the terminal and slip down the ladder. Run through the room and climb the ladder to join her and the short cutscene will
play. Head to the right and destroy shinra boxes, then turn left and climb to the next ladder. After heading up the ladder, walking forward will cause a group of thugs to ambush you. Keep away, use area attacks and deal with fire damage to remove them before they can steal from you. After you remove the group of
bandits, continue to another area, then duck through the gap of the wall and Aerith will ask cloud high five. Come. Do not leave it dangling. Continue and reach Evergreen Park. Take a moment to relax with Aerith and she will tell Cloud about the first person she ever loved, who was also soldier first class. After cutscene,
head down the corridor to the southeast chest, which contains ether. Then head back and join Aerith for the next pieces of gaming equipment, and she will prepare her corridor to Sector 7 for you. After cutscene, she will leave her party. At this point, speaking with Aerith will move you to another area, but it will alert you,
and you can say no if you are not ready. When you're ready, talk to her and cause cutscene. The cloud will begin to approach the transition back to sector 7 when the gates are opened and the Chocobo-led carriage will come through, with Tifa riding in the back. Tifa headed to meet Don Corneo and tells Cloud to head
back to Sector 7. You just saw your choice of Ch 3 score when you suggested Tifa what would suit her. Watch the rest of your outfit in the slide show below. Tifa's Chapter 9 Outfits (Exotic, Mature, and Sporty)After cutscene concludes, Aerith will demand that Cloud follow her, and will join the country again. Let go of the
road and you will soon find a carriage. Talk to the driver and business owner, Sam, will come out and ask Cloud what is going on. Aerith and Cloud will tell you that they are looking for something, and Sam will ask what they look like. The cloud can select one of the following dialog options for Tifa description: 1: It is in
excellent shape. 2: She's a great fighter. 3: She's doing great books. Tell Sam she looks and he will tell Cloud that she will be at Don Corneo's mansion. Go to the other end of the alley and turn right to find the chest with the inside of Phoenix Down, then go to the wall market. At this point, you can walk down the street to
the right and continue until you leave the wall market, then follow the road and take the first exit on the left to find a small ruined building. Duck inside find breasts with star pendant inside, which gives immunity Poison.At for that matter, you can explore a little before starting with the main story, allowing you to find new
items, shops, music and more. From the entrance to the wall market, go straight ahead and take the fork to the right. Continue and you will soon run into Chadley, who has come up with a new battle intel missions for you. This includes the new Summon Materia VR mission Fat Chocobo (and Shiva if not already
acquired). Also, if you have finished the right Battle Intel, you can get Item Master Materia. From the entrance to the wall market, go straight ahead and take the fork to the left. Turn left when you reach the end of the alley and climb the stairs, then take the right and enter the gym. Go to the back to find the bathroom and
chest, which contains headband, which gives immunity to sleep. In front of the gym you will find a gun shop that sells a new gun cloud; Hardedge. This store also sells new, more powerful options for accessories that you already have. Supernatural Wristguards, Survival Vest, Platinum Earrings, and Timeworn Talisman
increase strength, vitality, magic, spirit, respectively by 10%. In the far west there is a long thin north-south passage. It is available heading north from Chad and curved around to the west, then south. At the end of the excerpt you can find the barrier Materia.There are several music discs all over the area, so look
everywhere. You can find several chests hidden in the back alleys, but they are not available at this time. Once you explore the city and stock up on the contents of your heart, head to the southwestern corner of the city and climb the long stairs to find Don Corneo's mansion. Inspect the area right next to the manor to find
a chest with 1200 gil and ether, then go to the front door of the manor and open it. Go inside and you'll find a trio of men blocking the way forward. Aerith will express interest in getting in, and the leader will reveal that any players need to secure the permission of Trio, a group that knows Don Corneo's taste for women.
The trio consists of Chocobo Sam, Andrea Rhodea at the Honeybee Inn, and MadamE M massage parlor, so leave the mansion to embark on another mission. Go back on a long staircase and continue down the street until you reach the next staircase leading down. Go down the short stairs, then take the left bottom.
Take a walk for the first time and take a few steps, and the Honeybee Inn will be Left. Open the curtain and head inside to start a short incision. The concierge will inform Cloud and Aerith that Andrea Rhodea is unavailable (without an appointment) for the next three years, so return to the field. Go to the Wall Market main
gate and return to the field, then turn right to find Chocobo Sam again, agree to recommend Aerith for Don if the party wins the coin toss against him. To continue, select the heads, tails or no deal. Selecting Heads or Tails causes a loss, but Sam will give you his Chocobo coin as a consolation prize. Go back to the Wall
Market and take the first right, then run to the end of the street and turn right before leaving the city to find madam m massage parlor. Open the door and head inside and play short cutscene. The cloud will catch Madame M's eye, so show her what you're made of when you buy a massage, and she'll agree to help Aerith.
The only catch? The cloud must compete in the underground Coliseum. Leave Madame M and return to Don Corneo Manor. Stairs will find a crowd gathered at an open door on the right side of the street (which was previously closed). Go inside and talk to the man next door on the left side to enter. Aerith will insist on
joining the fight (Although the Cloud may not experience it, this is great news for us), so use the elevator call button and go inside to take it to the coliseum level. Exit the main hall and cutscene will cause. After it's over, you can head through the door on the left to find the rest of the vending machine and blue stand.
Head back to the hall and enter the second door on the left to find Johnny. Talk to him and the narrator will call Cloud and Aerith. ===Choose a dialog: Drink a mysterious liquid?=== On the table next to Johnny there is a bottle containing a mysterious liquid. You can choose to drink it or decide that cloud does not need it.
Be sure to install Fire and Ice Materia before proceeding. If you have a Hardedge equipped with fire and elemental materia related, you can pick up the primary opponent with Infinity's end ability before they have the ability to activate their critical health boost. Go back to the main hallway and talk to the man next to the
big gate to confirm that you are ready to get into the first round against Beastmaster and his two Bloodhounds. Beastmaster has weak fire damage and bloodhounds are weak on ice, and the Bloodhounds will dodge all the magic unless they are in the middle of an attack or are knocked off-balance, or they are attacked
by spells that can't miss (like the Thunder), so exploit that to finish them quickly. When the first round is finished, return to the hallway to wait for the next stage. If necessary, rest on the blue bench. In a moment, the voice in the speaker will be announced again by Cloud and Aerith, so go back to the man at the gate to
get to the semi-finals. The semi-finals end up being a rematch with Beck's Badasses, for whom Cloud and Aerith sound on the way to the border market earlier in Chapter 9. But this time they are based on 5 additional goons. All of them are weak fire, so use that (and magical attacks) to stagger and defeat each of them.
They will use proportionate damage in attacks like Gravity, and they will throw grenades to deal with area damage, thus returning favor using area attacks like Triple Slash or Infinity's End to knock out groups from them at once. When the fight is over, return to the hallway and play a short cut. After it's over, Cloud and
Aerith will be in the room with a vending machine and a blue stand as they await the announcement of the finale. Be sure to install Lightning Materia in both the cloud and Aerith before proceeding. Also link it to the Cloud weapon Elemental Materia. Rest at the bench, then go to the hallway. The second room left now
takes Burke, Beck, and Butch, so talk to them if you like. Otherwise, go to the man at the gate and let him know that you are ready for the final. The final round will pit Cloud and Aerith against Cutter and Sweeper at the same time. Focus your attacks on the sweeper first, laying on it with Infinity's End to deal with
significant damage and pressure, then use the focused thrust to stagger it and hammer it with other hard-hitting abilities like Aerith's Sorcerous Storm. When Cutter is alone, destroy his hands to make staggering easier, then put on it with powerful abilities or cloud's limit break to take it and win the match. Unfortunately,
Corneo will decide the fight is not over yet, and he will organize the next round. Rest at the bench and go to the main hall. Humorously, the second room on the left is occupied again by the losers of the last round, and this time it's a bunch of scrap and Chocobo Sam. Before continuing make sure to equip the matter of
ice, fire, lightning and wind, but do not tie any of them to the cloud weapon, as the next enemy will rotate through those flaws (it will rotate through the elements it absorbs as well). Go back to the gate and talk to the organizer to start the bonus round. Weakness/Status Ailments: Ice/Fire/Lightning/Wind (Rotating) Lower
resistance: No greater resistance: Physical damage immunity: Silence, Slow, proportional damage absorbed elements: Fire / Ice / Lighting / Wind (rotating) Abilities: Chair Salvo (physical), hospitality (physical), home call (physical), barrier shift items decreased: Fuzzy Wuy rare items decreased: p. Cuddlesworth Steal
Items: Mr. Cuddlesworth Notes: When he moves the barriers, hit it with the opposite element, such as ice in the fire or lightning in the wind, quickly filling his stagger meter. When God House mode is active, attacks will be less effective in filling the meter, but a short time after the end of this regime, it will be much easier
to stagger.The Hell House takes almost no damage from physical attacks, so you need to focus on exploiting elemental Start the fight fight Attacking as long as you have enough ATB to throw an estimate. After you write off Assess, you can re-check the information by tapping the touchpad. You can also easily tell which
element will be absorbed by looking at the color of the windows. Red = fire, green = wind, yellow = lightning, and blue = ice. Avoid casting those spells because they will heal hell house. Instead, focus on the opposite element, so if the windows are red, throw ice. If they are green, throw thunder, and so on. The first
drawback should be Ice, so hit hard while dodging flying chairs and keeping clouds and Aerith healed. After dealing with enough damage, Hell House will throw barrier shift, and the windows will change color, indicating new flaws and elemental absorption. Perhaps the weakness, then hit hard. After a short time, Hell
House will retreat to the stadium seats and throw a chair salvo. Run around and dodge chairs, or just block the storm in the air. After a short time, he will return to the floor of the Colosseum, your summons will begin to awaken and a transformation will occur. Cons/Status Ailments: None Lesser Resistances: None
Greater Resistances: None Immunities: Silence, Slow, Proportional Damage Absorbed Elements: None New Ability Acquired: Housing Rush (Physical), Jetstream (Physical &amp; Magical: Fire), Missile Charge (Natural) Abilities Lost: Barrier ShiftNow, That Hell House Transformed, It Will Lose It Physical Damage
Resistance, and It Absorbs The Element, but It's Also No Longer Weak In Any Element. It will charge, so dodge or block the attack and ensure that your team is healed. During this time, any of your characters can be sucked inside Hell House, where they will take constant damage in seconds, and then take a big piece of
damage as they are spat out. It is important to note that the trapped character can still be cured while they are inside, so use this option to prevent their death. When the boss charges/cotton wool to you, dodge roll in a large circle around the coliseum floor until he stops chasing you to avoid injury (it will take some time
before it stops). After dealing with enough damage, Hell House will fall into God House Mode and the massive shield will cover. During this time, it will take very little damage, and almost no pressure or stagger damage. Weakness/ Status Ailments: Ice / Fire / Lightning / Wind (rotating) Lower resistance: No greater
resistance: Physical damage immunity: Silence, Slow, proportional damage absorbed elements: Fire / Ice / Lighting / Wind (rotating) Abilities: Chair Salvo (natural), chair Salvo Deluxe (Magical: Ice/Slow), Updated Hospitality (physical), Housing shock (lightning), Jetstream (Physical/Magical: Fire), Double Rocket Charge
(Natural), House Call (Natural), Heavensward (Physical)After a short period of time, it will drop the shield and stage 3 will begin, which is the synthesis of the first two stages, during which hell house patou5k all versions of the attacks, but weakness/absorption mechanic will return. A short time later,Hell House will go to
the sky for the Heavensward attack, during which he will fly in a circle and shoot a flaming chair and rockets at a party. Dodge roll a large circle around the arena to avoid damage. After completing the calculation, he will carry out a Hellbound attack, booting another attack to charge directly at the player. During this time, it
will often switch back and forth between God House Mode and standard form, as well as switch between forms with and without weakness and absorption, so often check the Rate through touchboard menu to check them again before releasing ATB fees. Play defensively, make sure to always keep your country healed,
and you defeat dastardly permanent residence and claim victory in the bonus round. After the fight, Corneo Colosseum battles will become available (which can unlock the new Limit Breaks cloud and Aerith, as well as clarity pendant accessory), you can also use the Souvenir Shop, which currently offers Fuzzy Wuzzy
and Mr. Cuddlesworth items. Go back to Madame M's massage parlor to continue. Go inside and talk to Mrs. M and she will tell you that she is ready to give Aerith her makeover, but you will not be able to leave town when it starts. Confirm that you are ready for Aerith to dress up and she will leave your party. Ms M will
then tell Cloud to meet with Chocobo Sam, making his head back in the field and run into the entrance to the borders market. Guide the gate and turn right to find Sam, so talk to him and he will give cloud some odd jobs to kill time. While you can certainly take this time to complete a quest in the city, you can head
straight back after completing just one-way quests (Burning Thighs is the fastest). Continuing this item will abandon your active searches and lock you in at the end of the section. Complete all available side quests in this section will be the new powerful Arcane Scepter weapon Aerith (Quest: Dynamite Body/Shear
Counterattack), Extra Luck Up Materia and Champion Belt (Squat Contests), and more. After you confirm that you want to check out Aerith, Johnny will stop and say that he knows where Tifa is. While Cloud also knows to chase after him towards Corneo Manor. Go inside and talk to the head guard again, and he'll tell
cloud to come back with Aerith, so leave the mansion and play short cutscene. You just saw a aerith dress, which is determined by how many side quests completed in chapter 8. 0-2 usually for a dress, a dress of 3-4 medium lengths and 5 or more fancy red dresses. See all options for Aerith dresses below FF7
Remake: Aerith Dresses 9 SectionAfter cutscene, Aerith will rejoin your party. So go down the stairs with her and return to the Honeybee Inn. Talk to the attendant again and he'll tell you Andrea's waiting for you. Walk through the door to the back rooms, then approach the bees and then confirm that you will go to the
scene. You will be offered the opportunity to practice dances, so before continuing you must get acquainted with this rhythm-based minigame. Earning 10 great moves during an exercise session will earn you a music drive. After cutscene presents Andrea, you participate in a dance performance with Andrea, so press the
appropriate button as the ring closes around him. Match the time when the ring overlaps with the button to get a higher score. Prove yourself Andrea and you win Andrea's Earrings.After dancing, Andrea will confirm Cloud and he will get her makeover. At the end of the cutscene, you will take control of Aerith. You just
saw a cloud dress that is determined if you made all the Chocobo Sam's (Party Never Stops, Dynamite's Body) or MadamE M (Thievery Price, Shear's Counterattack) side quest – see How to unlock Chocobo Sam and Madame M's Side Quests to see why you have which set. If you did not finish the set of three, you
have a simple black dress. See the slide show below for the remaining Cloud dresses. FF7 Makeover: Cloud Dresses section 9Turn left and walk a short distance down the alley and you'll find clouds on the left. Talk to him twice and he'll turn around. After a short cutscene, you will take control of the Cloud again. Go
back to Corneo Manor and head inside. Talk to the head shortfall and it will open the door for you. Walk along the hallway and the next door opens. Now you can not reach any other rooms or areas, so just do, as they say, and go upstairs on the right. Open the last door and then one behind it and a short cutscene will
play. After cutscene, Cloud and Aerith will reunite with Tifa, who will join the party. Explore the area and find a vending machine with Song 11: Don of the Slums, as well as breasts with Turbo Ether inside. Follow the way up and open the door and cutscene will play. After cutscene, you take control of Tifa and Aerith, so
open the chest to the left to get a Molotov cocktail, then head out the door and into the main room. You can head down and pick up Corneo Lackeys, then duck into a hidden area to find breasts inside the Ring of Fury.&lt;div class =gh-blue-box Go back to the second floor and head to the room far left, where Aerith and
Cloud were gassed. Check the carpet in front of the bookshelf to open the secret corridor leading to the chest, which contains Otherworldly Crystal (which reduced the duration of the status effect. Open the middle door on the second floor, then continue. Overcome the flaw and go through the next set of doors to reach
Corneo's room and activate another cutscene and termination section 9. 9.
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